Gaming Report 2011

Description: The research for this report illustrates how it is impossible to think about the gaming community as a single market. Major differences exist by gender, age and socio-economic status as to how and when games are played, the expenditure lavished on them and the attitudes of gamers towards particular games.

Nevertheless, research for this report does indicate a number of key groups that are currently highly attractive for those operating in the gaming market, as well as a number of emerging groups who offer the potential to become significant consumers in their own right.

This report examines the dynamics behind recent and future development in each of the three sectors that make up the hardware market, with a review of trends in value and volume sales where possible. It looks in detail at both the general and specific drivers behind gaming in the UK, both now and in the future.

You will get online access to the interactive report, alongside a pdf attachment and the demographic breakdown of the results will be available in an Excel format datasheet.
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- Growing advertiser interest
- Dedicated mobile devices for gamers are about to hit the market

Market size
- Mobile revenues show solid expansion
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Hardware preferences
- Consoles are used by around a quarter of adults to play games
- Ownership of household entertainment products varies considerably
- Males and less well-off more likely to own games consoles
- Young adults record strongest preference for gaming hardware
- Consoles by far the most popular way of playing games
- Consoles dominate current game-play activity
- A modern day battle of the sexes
- Youth segment of the market proving especially popular
- London shows distinct differences to elsewhere in the UK
- PC has a strong role for those starting out playing games
- Several are evident when it comes to first choice of games hardware
- Generational differences evident for those aged 40 or over
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Time spent playing games
- Daily time spent playing games varies considerably
- No clear pattern to game play exists
- C2DEs and men invest considerable time in gaming
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When did you start playing games?
- Gamers are in it for the long term
- Half of those have been playing games all their life
- Women are the new gamers
- Older adults are also entering the market

Importance and role of gaming to individuals
- Most gamers don't consider the pastime serious
- Two-thirds have low key stance towards gaming
- Young men see games as having a major place in their life
- Older males and younger females hold negative views towards gaming
- Views towards playing games are largely positive
- Harmless fun is the overriding view of many adults towards gaming
- Men less critical about gaming
- Young adults see gaming as offering escapism

Broader attitudes to gaming
- Majority of players don't view themselves as gamers
- Gaming has an informal role for many
- Young adults are most likely to be committed gamers
- Gamers have contrasting views on what they want
- Social standing influences style of games played
- Women like the mental challenge of games
- Games can be enjoyed by anyone
- Men view gaming as their domain
- Age promotes tolerance

The Consumer – Purchasing

Expenditure
- Expenditure on games varies considerably
- C2DEs likely to spend more
- Men are more likely to be heavy purchasers
- Between £10 and £30 is the typical price for a console game
- Views differ by gender on what they should pay
- Mobile gamers expect to pay little or nothing
- Free games are viewed as important by many groups

Direction of purchasing
- Most purchasers buy games for themselves
- Men are more likely to purchase and receive games

The Consumer – Promotion

Channels used for promotion
- Online is most popular way of finding out about new games
- Young men turn to their friends to find out about games

Apps stores the most successful form of promotion for mobile gamers
- Men show greater interest in different promotional channels

Views towards advertisements for games
- Power of games advertising appears less than successful
- Women are hard to please
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